
- Test case run a signed image by jsoler user in DDC 2.0

Create a user UCP, jsoler. Assign him admin permission and create a client bundle

I have set Run only content trust in my UCP server

Log into DTR with jsoler user and create a private repository: hello-signed-jsoler



I have checked that jsoler can login dtr by cli

Set notay alias and check notary data of the new respository. Right now 
node3.demo0.lab.hoplasoftware.com/jsoler/hello-signed-jsoler has no trust data. 

Create trust data of repository node3.demo0.lab.hoplasoftware.com/jsoler/hello-signed-jsoler 

I checked that initialization process was fine. 



Now I started to delegate image signing.  First rotating key:

Than I have imported my private key from client bundle into notary keys storage

Then I ran delegation command:

After that I checked my delegation and key data on notary:

I think both, delegation and key were properly configured, didn't it ?

Then I tried to tag and push the hello-wold image to  
node3.demo0.lab.hoplasoftware.com/jsoler/hello-signed-jsoler:1.0



Then I checked that node3.demo0.lab.hoplasoftware.com/jsoler/hello-signed-jsoler:1.0 is signed .
But i don't know how to check that it was signed by jsoler private key, how can i get this 
data ?

I added another signed tag to  node3.demo0.lab.hoplasoftware.com/jsoler/hello-signed-jsoler 

Now I loaded client bundle and tried to pull/run  node3.demo0.lab.hoplasoftware.com/jsoler/hello-
signed-jsoler that was signed by using delegate signing 

And I got the error above, what did I do wrong ?



I also tried to build the hello-wold image, tag it as node3.demo0.lab.hoplasoftware.com/jsoler/hello-
signed-jsoler:latest and signed it usin delegation sign.

After I signed properly my latest tag I tried to run/pull/create service in the ucp cluster and I 
got the same error “Error response from daemon: required at least one valid signed, none 
found”

Are there anything wrong in my tests cases ?, What are my mistake or how should I run an 
signed image by jsoler user ?

Thanks and regards


